
Hostos Community College, English Department 
English 101: Writing Skills and Composition 
ENG 102: Reading Skills and Composition  
 
Section:  
Instructor’s name     Email  
Office hours      Office location 
  
Course Texts (available at the Hostos bookstore and online) 
 
Skloot, Rebecca. The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks. NY: Broadway Books, 2011. Print. ISBN 

9781400052189. Listed online price $9. 
Shorter texts will be available online via Blackboard links.   
 
Prerequisites 
Passing the Accuplacer Reading Test with a score of 55 or higher and attaining a score 
between 48-55 on the CATW OR Passing the CATW with a score of 56 or higher and 
attaining a score between 42-54 on the Accuplacer Reading Test.  This course is NOT for 
students with transfer credit for ENG 110. The course counts as 3 academic (6 billable) 
credits. 
 
ENG 101/102 Course Description, 6 hours, 3 academic credits 
Writing Skills and Composition expedites students’ learning of the basic reading and writing 
skills needed for a foundational writing course.  Simultaneously, this course further develops 
students’ composing and revision skills so that they will be able to produce the increasingly 
complex and better-structured essays expected of students who successfully complete ENG 
110, Expository Writing, the first semester of college-level writing. Toward that end, 
students will learn how to use class discussions and interdisciplinary readings as the bases for 
both expository and researched essays. Reading and responding to interdisciplinary texts 
representing various rhetorical modes, students will gain further practice in paraphrasing and 
summarizing, enrich their vocabulary and improve their writing, revision, and proofreading 
skills. Additionally, students will be introduced to the use of print and on-line secondary 
sources. Upon completion of the course, students will be able to respond critically, in 
writing, to a variety of texts, integrating their own ideas with those presented in the readings. 
This course combines in one semester the work that is usually done in two different courses, 
developmental writing and ENG 110. Thus, in order to pass ENG 101 or 102, students 
must pass all components of the developmental writing course and ENG 110, Expository 
Writing. 
 
ENG 101/102 Course Objectives 
In this course, students will: 

1. read and listen critically and analytically, i.e., identifying an argument’s major 
assumptions and assertions, tone and attitude, and evaluating its supporting 
evidence; 

2. revise and edit their work; improve grammar, mechanics, sentence structure and 
syntax; 

3. expand their vocabulary and improve word choice; 
4. write clearly and coherently in varied, academic formats (such as formal essays, 

research papers, and reports) using standard English and appropriate technology 
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to critique and improves one’s own and other’s texts; 
5. organize ideas into an essay that has a clear thesis, logical structure, well-

reasoned support (e.g., explanations, arguments and examples), appropriate 
transitions and meaningful conclusions; 

6. write accurate, concise summaries and evaluations; 
7. communicate persuasively within a variety of contexts and for a variety of 

rhetorical purposes; 
8. formulate original ideas and relate them to the ideas of others by employing the 

conventions of ethical attribution and citation ; 
9. incorporate primary and secondary source material through paraphrase and 

direct quotation, duly attributed with correct citation format; 
10. demonstrate research skills using appropriate technology, including gathering, 

evaluating, and synthesizing primary and secondary sources; 
11. support a thesis with well-reasoned arguments, and communicate persuasively 

across a variety of contexts, purposes, audiences, and media.= 
Note:  Objectives 1-6 are practiced with differing degrees of mastery in both basic reading 

and writing courses and college-level writing. Objectives 7-11 are identified with 
college-level writing. 

 
Writing Requirements  
All work must be typed and double-spaced, with a font size of 12 and one inch 
margins. The student’s name, date, title of the assignment, and instructor's name 
must be at the top of the page. Late work will be downgraded one full letter grade 
per class day. For guides to writing, sentences, grammar, and MLA style, see 
Purdue's Online Writing Lab, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/ 
 
Final Grade 

Formal Essay 1 (3 pages typed; take-home; revised): 10% 
Formal Essay 2 (2-3 pages handwritten, in-class, timed): 10% 
Formal Essay 3 (2-3 pages handwritten; in-class; timed): 10% 
Formal Essay 4 (4 pages typed; take-home): 15% 
Annotated bibliography (3 sources, 2 pages typed): 10% 
Researched project (3 sources, 5 pages typed): 15% 
Process Reflection Essay (2 pages typed; take-home): 5% 
Informal In-Class Writing and Reading Practice: 10% 
Departmental Final Exam: 15% 

 
Remember, a student earns a grade and the professor records the earned grade– the professor 
does not “give” a grade.  Each student will be given equal consideration, regardless of need, 
personal situation. 

 
            Standard Grading Scale: 

A: 93-100   A-: 90-92    
B+: 87-89 B: 83-86     B-: 80-82    
C+: 77-79 C: 70-76      
D: 60-69     F: Below 60 
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ADA STATEMENT  
If you have a disability that requires accommodations, contact: 

Accessibility Resource Center (ARC) 
Savoy (D) Building 
120 Walton Avenue, Room D101P 
Bronx, NY 10451 
718 518-4454 (Voice/TTY) 
http://www.hostos.cuny.edu/Administrative-Offices/Accessibility-
Resource-Center-(ARC)/Services 

 
Academic Dishonesty  
Students are responsible for understanding and following the college policies on academic 
integrity, including cheating and plagiarism, in the Hostos College catalog or on the college 
web site.  Cheating and plagiarism constitute academic dishonesty.  Any student found to 
have been academically dishonest will automatically fail that assignment with no option to 
make up that assignment. The office of student integrity will be notified, and the student will 
face the possibility of failing the course and being expelled.  
 
Attendance 
Students are expected to attend all class meetings in the courses for which they are 
registered. Classes begin at the times indicated in the official schedule of classes. Arrival in 
class after the scheduled starting time constitutes lateness. The maximum number of 
absences is limited to 15% of the number of scheduled class hours per semester, and a 
student absent more than the indicated 15% is deemed excessively absent. Attendance is 
monitored from the first official day of classes. In the case of excessive absences or lateness, 
the instructor has the right to lower the grade, assign a failing grade, or assign additional 
written work or readings. 
 
Student Responsibilities 
● Please come to class on time. If you arrive late, come in quietly and quickly. Each 

three times you arrive to class more than ten minutes late will count as one absence. 
Students who are late are responsible for letting the professor know about their 
presence when class ends. 

● Students who are absent are responsible for finding out what they missed; getting 
notes from a classmate is one way. 

● Students must turn off all electronic devices prior to coming to class. 
 
Grading 
Students must perform all work adequately and in a timely manner in order to receive a 
passing grade. Each student will be given equal consideration, regardless of need, personal 
situation, GPA, or program requirements. Final grades are A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, D, F, 
WU, INC. 
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Course Policies  
Interaction is a key element for the success of a course and for the student learning 
process. Therefore, this syllabus is a guide or working document for both instructor 
and student, but may warrant review and revision by the instructor, according to 
topics and issues that are raised in class. 
 
 

Course Schedule 
 
Week 1 
Introduction to Syllabus & the College Writing Process  
Diagnostic Writing  
Read   

“Taking my Parents to College,” Jennine Capo Crucet (NYT) https://nyti.ms/2k4c3uO 
“Invention: Starting the Writing Process” 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/587/1/ 

 
Week 2:  
Introduction to Active Reading Practices (Annotation Strategies)  
Introduction to Textual Analysis: Asking Questions  
Read  

“America’s Great Working-Class Colleges,” David Leonhardt https://nyti.ms/2k1eAps 
“Community College Students Face a Very Long Road to Graduation,” Ginia Bellafante 
https://nyti.ms/2jY3yBH 
 
Week 3: 

Due: Draft of Formal Essay 1 for peer and instructor feedback 
Summarizing, Paraphrasing, and Using Quotes  
Integrating evidence from primary and secondary sources; choosing passages to summarize, 

paraphrase and quote; crafting summaries, practicing paraphrase, and formatting short and 
long quotes; leading into summaries, paraphrases, and quotes in paragraphs; using MLA in-
text citations 

 
Read Evaluation During Reading, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/553/03/ 
Quoting, Paraphrasing, and Summarizing, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/563/01/ 

 
Read Sojourner Truth, "Ain’t I a Woman?"

 http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/sojtruth-woman.asp 
 

Week 4:  
Due: Final Copy of Formal Essay 1 
Focusing and refining a thesis statement or main idea; analyzing and writing clear, specific, and 

explanatory thesis statements 
Read Tips and Examples for Writing Thesis Statements, 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/545/01/ 

Developing Strong Thesis Statements, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/588/01/ 
Read Nicholas Carr, "Is Google Making Us Stupid?" 
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http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2008/07/is-google-making-us-
stupid/306868/ 

Andrea Lunsford, "Our Semi-Literate Youth? Not So Fast," 
https://ssw.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/OPED_Our_Semi-Literate_Youth.pdf 

 
Week 5: 
Explaining logical connections between your main idea and evidence from readings;  

Read online, Writing Essays for Exams, 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/737/1/ 

Review informal writing assignment integrating evidence from primary and secondary 
sources 

 
Timed In-Class Essay (Essay #2)  

 
Week 6:  
Planning, drafting and revising body paragraphs; revising paragraphs for unity and 

coherence, and using transitions; organizing paragraphs according to time and space, 
inductively and deductively 

Read  
“On Paragraphs” https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/606/01/ 
Gene Marks, “If I Were a Poor Black Kid” 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/quickerbettertech/2011/12/12/if-i-was-a-poor-
black-kid/#2dcf8211512c 

Charles M. Blow, “Them That’s Not Shall Lose” 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/25/opinion/25blow.html 

Nicholas Kristof, “Is a Hard Life Inherited?” https://nyti.ms/2k1lD1e 
 

Week 7: Crafting beginnings and endings; studying and writing good lead-ins; studying and writing 
strong concluding paragraphs 
Read online, Introductions, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/engagement/2/2/58/ 
Conclusions, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/724/04/  
Read and analyze openings and closings to these essays: 
Anna Quindlen, “Public and Private: Barbie at 35” 

http://www.nytimes.com/1994/09/10/opinion/public-private-barbie-at-35.html 
Roland Barthes, “Toys” http://xroads.virginia.edu/~drbr/toys.html 

 
Timed In-Class Essay (Essay #3)  
 
Week 8: Reading and drafting to develop original ideas drawing on primary textual evidence 

Read online, Introductions, Body Paragraphs, and Conclusions for an Argument Paper, 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/724/1/ 

Previewing The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks 
Preview/Read: Prologue, “Deborah’s Voice” and chapters 1-4  (pages 13-41) in Rebecca 

Skloot's The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks 
Conduct class discussions in groups on The Immortal Life. Use the handout for our class 

listing eight discussion questions on the book to generate ideas for your writing 
Begin first draft of formal graded writing assignment on The Immortal Life based on 

discussion questions 
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Week 9: Revising for overall coherence, development and logical flow of ideas 
Read online, Steps for Revising Your Paper, 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/561/05/ 
Revising for Cohesion, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/561/04/ 
Read assigned chapters in Rebecca Skloot's The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks 
Prepare in groups notes and other materials you will need to conduct organized and 

informed class debate on The Immortal Life. Use the handout for our class on the 
debate 

Due: First draft of formal graded writing assignment on The Immortal  Life  
 
Week 10:  
Conducting research and preparing an annotated works cited page; writing summaries of 

secondary material; incorporating secondary material into an essay 
Read online, Conducting Research,  https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/8/ 
Annotated Bibliographies, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/614/01/ 
Read assigned chapters, Rebecca Skloot's The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks 
IN-CLASS DEBATE ON CONTROVERSIES IN The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks 
 
Due: Final Copy of essay on The Immortal  Life  
 
Week 11: Using evidence from research to explain and persuade, part 1; reading, researching 

and collecting data for your research into The Immortal Life; course-specific library 
workshop, "Creating Annotated Bibliographies"  

Read Academic Writing, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/1/2/ 
 
Week 12: Using evidence from research to explain and persuade, part 2; discussing modes of 

argumentation, including definition and cause and effect; analyzing conflicting 
positions, including comparison and contrast 

Read  Expository Essays, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/685/02/ 
Hand in formal graded annotated works cited page on The Immortal Life, listing, summarizing 

and evaluating three reliable and relevant research sources. Use the handouts for our 
class, "Guide to the annotated works cited page" and "Research paper guide," to 
assist you with formatting your document 

 
Week 13: Peer reviewing final essays on research; reviewing arguments; revising for overall 

ideas; integrating evidence from research; proofreading for spelling, editing for 
grammar, syntax and word use/choice; revising sentences and transitions 

Read online, Peer Review Presentation, 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/712/1/ 

Complete first draft of formal graded writing assignment on research into The Immortal Life  
Take second graded writing exam, on readings, practicing timed writing similar to English 

Department Final Exam 
  
Week 14: Reviewing for Final Exam 
Hand in 5 page typed final copy of formal graded writing assignment on research into The 

Immortal Life 
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Week 15:  Final Exam 
Hand in Reflective Writing assignment on the work you have done on Rebecca Skloot's The 

Immortal Life 
 
Final Exam Week: Date and time of the Departmental Final Exam TBA  

SAMPLE ASSIGNMENTS 

Formal Essay 1  

What would be the most effective way for community colleges to help students graduate in two 
years?  To develop your argument, draw on evidence from two of the following articles: 
“Taking My Parents to College,” “Community College Students Face a Very Long Road to 
Graduation,” and “America’s Great Working Class Colleges.”   

Week 3: Draft due for peer and instructor feedback 

Week 4: Revised Final Copy due  

Essay Guidelines:  

● 3 pages typed, double-spaced with a heading and title on page 1  
● Introduction paragraph should hook the reader, establish the debatable issue, 

introduce the texts that will be used, and state the writer’s thesis on the debatable 
issue.   
● Body paragraphs should use paraphrase and quotations from the text as 

evidence.  The writer should introduce and cite quotes properly using MLA format 
(see guidelines given in class). 
● Conclusion paragraph may discuss examples drawn from life but the writer 

should not use the first-person. 
● The essay must go through the process of drafting, feedback, and revision.   
● The essay must be the product of the writer’s own effort, words, and 

thoughts.  Essays found to be plagiarized will earn a zero.   
 

Essay 2: In-Class Essay 

To be completed in class during Week 5 

“Is Google Making Us Stupid?”  Develop your argument drawing on evidence from Carr and 
Lunsford’s essays.   

Essay 3: In-Class Essay 

To be completed in class in week 7  

Option 1: Is Gene Marks’s thesis in “If I Were a Poor Black Kid” convincing?  Why or why not?  In 
one body paragraph, you should analyze a quote from either Kristoff or Blow to further 
develop your position. 
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Option 2: Is a toy just a toy?  Develop your argument drawing on evidence from Barthes and 
Quindlen.  

Sample assignments for Rebecca Skloot's The Immortal  Life  o f  Henrie t ta Lacks  

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:  

Adapted from: http://rebeccaskloot.com/wp-
content/uploads/2011/03/HenriettaLacks_RGG.pdf; http://www.litlovers.com/reading-
guides/14-non-fiction/1251-immortal-life-of-henrietta-lacks- skloot?start=3 

Discuss the topics listed below as a whole class or by forming small groups assigned in 
advance to investigate each question. 

1.  Unravel the complicated history of Henrietta Lacks's tissue cells. Who did what with the 
cells, when, where and for what purpose? Who benefitted (scientifically, medically, 
and monetarily)?  What was sacrificed ethically by public communities and 
emotionally by her family? 

2.  Why is this story important? What did you learn from reading The Immortal Life of Henrietta 
Lacks? What surprised you the most? What disturbed you the most?  

3. How did race play a role in Henrietta’s and her children’s overall experiences in life and 
with the medical and scientific communities? To what extent was race a factor or not 
in the unauthorized taking of Henrietta’s cells? How might this story have been 
different in 1955 had Henrietta been a middle class white woman rather than a poor 
African American woman? What kinds of ethical and personal questions should 
Henrietta Lacks’ story raise today, when society is more open in discussing economic 
and racial injustices?  

4. Discuss what researcher Robert Stevenson tells author Skloot:  "scientists don’t like to 
think of HeLa cells as being little bits of Henrietta because it’s much easier to do 
science when you dissociate your materials from the people they come from" (216)? 
Is this dissociation an ugly outfall of scientific research or is it normal, perhaps 
necessary, for a scientist to distance him/herself? If "yes" to the last part of that 
question, what about conducting research on animals or considering possible 
unethical uses of discoveries in the future? 

5.  Although the timeframe in the book is set in a period of transition for minorities in the 
United States, are the issues raised in The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks still relevant 
today? Identify specific issues that are still a part of American society and discuss 
how they have evolved, improved, or remained the same.  

6.  Religious faith and scientific understanding, while often at odds with each other, play 
important roles in the lives of the Lacks family. How does religious faith help frame 
the Lacks family members' responses to and interpretations of the scientific 
information they receive about HeLa? How does Skloot’s attitude toward religious 
faith and science evolve as a result of her relationship with the Lacks family?  
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7. On page 261, Deborah and Zakariyya visit Lengauer’s lab and see the cells for the first 

time. How is their interaction with Lengauer different from the interactions the 
Lacks family previously had with representatives of Johns Hopkins? Why do you 
think the interactions were so different? How do Deborah's and Zakariyya's feelings 
for their mother, and her cells, contribute to their interactions in these discussions?  

8. Reflect upon Henrietta’s life: What challenges did she and her family face? What do you 
think their greatest strengths were? Consider the progression of Henrietta’s cancer in 
the last eight months between her diagnosis and death. How did she face death? 
What do you think her death shows about the type of person she was? 

 

DEBATE:  Rebecca Skloot's The Immortal  Life  o f  Henrie t ta Lacks   

Divide class into two groups, one arguing for and the other against doctors and scientists 
being authorized to use patients’ cells for research without their consent.  

Have students in each group re-read sections of the book in order to most effectively argue 
their assigned point of view.   

Students should assign to each member of their debate team one aspect of their point of 
view, so that each teammate is developing one part of the overall argument.  

Topic for class debate:  

It is not illegal for doctors, even today, to extract cells from our bodies and use them at their 
discretion. Discuss whether or not you feel this practice is ethical in the name of scientific 
and medical research. Do you think that donors should have rights to control how their cells 
are used? Should they be compensated when they are used? What are the potential issues or 
consequences for individuals and society that could arise from these choices? 

Partial List of Sources:  

● Afterword to The Immortal Life,  pages 315-328 

● Timeline for cases from 1984-2009 that have been or are being argued in the courts 
regarding ownership of one’s cells 

● “Immortality,” on Dr.McKusick’s follow-up work with the Lacks’ children through 
his assistant, Susan Hsu, pages 179-190  

● “Least They Can Do,” on John Moore and the patent that had been filed without his 
consent on his cells called “Mo,” pages 197-206 

 

GRADED WRITING ASSIGNMENT: 3 page response to discussion questions 
about Rebecca Skloot's The Immortal  Life  o f  Henrie t ta Lacks  

Following class discussions of questions about The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks, complete 
the following writing task:  

Choose one of the eight discussion questions on the book and write a short essay (2-3 pages, 
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typed) about it. 

Your essay should state a thesis and provide supporting evidence from the text in the body, 
using MLA in-text citation style. Refer directly to the book and quote from it at least twice in 
explaining how you have arrived at your response. 

This will be a graded assignment with one revision allowed.  

 

GRADED WRITING ASSIGNMENT: Annotated Bibliography  
 
An annotated bibliography is a bibliography (list) of your research sources with a 
paragraph describing each source.  Scholars use annotated bibliographies to help keep 
track of their research and to present their findings to other researchers.   
 
Each of your 3 annotated bibliography entries will contain the following 

components:  
• Bibliographic entry in correct MLA format 
• 5 sentence accurate summary of the source in your own words (topic and 

argument, as it is relevant to your paper).   
• 5 sentence commentary on what each source reveals about your topic and and 

an analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, motives/purpose, and intended 
audience of the source. 

 
Your annotated bibliography will be listed in alphabetical order.   
 
Sample Annotated Bibliography Entry:  
Brews, Dominic J., Eric R. Eide, and Ronald G. Ehrenberg.  “Does it Pay to Attend an Elite 

 Private College?  Cross Cohort Effects of College Type on Earnings.”  
Journal of Human  Resources 34.1 (Winter 1999): 104-123.   

 
Colleges and universities in the U.S. are ranked yearly by the magazine U.S. 

News and World Report.  The authors of this article ask whether attending an elite 
private university rather than a lower ranked private university pays off in future job 
earnings.  Based on their research, they conclude that graduates of higher-ranked 
private universities earn more competitive salaries than graduates of middle-ranked 
private institutions.  From 1972 to the 1980’s, they show, the earnings increased 
dramatically.  At the same time, they acknowledge, tuition rates have climbed sharply.   

It’s not surprising that attending a higher-ranked university leads to better 
pay.  The authors provide numerical data that shows that the reliability of university 
ranking systems does matter.  It may be unfair that a school’s reputation impacts a 
student’s future employment prospects, but it is a reality.  If college rankings are 
unreliable, it hurts students of schools that are rated unfairly, because their pay will 
be lower than graduates of supposedly better schools.  The article also suggests that 
schools use their ranking to justify higher tuition costs, which also seems unfair if the 
rankings are unreliable.   
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What are appropriate sources for a college-level research project? 
 
The following types of sources are appropriate and you should use a mix of these options:   

 Book chapters (from books authored by credible, established researchers)  

 Articles from reliable online news source such as the New York Times, National Public 
Radio, The New Yorker, PBS, Wall Street Journal, The Atlantic, The Washington Post, or 
CNN. 

 Sources found using the library database Opposing Views in Context 

 Sources found using the library database LexisNexis Academic  

 Webpages with a .gov  address 

 Documentary films from reliable sources such as PBS  
 
 

What kinds of sources are not appropriate? 
 
You may NOT use the following types of sources: 

• .com websites  
• Blogs 
• Sources published before 1995 (unless you have a good reason) 
• Wikipedia 
• Personal anecdotes 
• For-profit sources (some .org websites have a profit- motivation) 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Research Essay Assignment1 

This research paper is an expository essay asking you to put forth an informed argument 
after having conducted research on a topic related to Skloot’s Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks.  
This project gives you the opportunity to explore debatable issues raised by Skloot’s book in 
more depth and detail.  You will be required to curate evidence from three to five (3-5) 
reputable sources in order to defend your argument and reasoning. These articles or chapters 
may come from credible books, magazines, newspapers, journals, and databases. You may 
use the articles chosen for your Annotated Bibliography Assignment.   
 
This paper will be a platform to demonstrate your expertise and sophistication on your 
chosen topic. The five possible topics are: 

1.) Unethical medical experiments in history (such as the Tuskeegee Syphilis 
Experiments) 

2.) Eugenics in the United States (in relation to scientific innovations or the treatment of 
medical patients)  

                                                
1	  Adapted	  from	  Prof.	  Tram	  Nguyen	  	  
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3.) Jim Crow laws (in relation to the hardships and suffering the Lacks and other 
African-American suffered) 

4.) Effectiveness of animal testing (in comparison to the medical achievements obtained 
through work on human cells in Skloot) 

5.) The ethical lessons of the Nuremberg experiments  
 

 
Formal Requirements 

Length: 5 - 6 full pages, not counting Works Cited page  
Final Due Date: __________________ 
 

Structure of the Essay 
Intro: Your introduction should explain the major points of your research topic as well as 

its connection to Skloot’s book. You will have to keep in mind transitions and 
other sign-posting phrases to make sure that your introduction provides the reader 
with a clear map of your essay’s purpose. 

BP1: In the body of the essay, you will have a paragraph that provides background and 
contextual information about your topic.  

BP2: Next, you will have a paragraph that reviews and explains the one specific example 
of your topic. 

BP3: Following, you will have a third body paragraph that connects your first research 
example with an aspect of Skloot’s book. 

BP4: In a subsequent fourth body paragraph, you will discuss another specific event or 
conflict from your research. 

BP5: After, you will connect this event to something in Skloot’s book. 
BP6: Choose a final case study or point to discuss from your research. 
BP7:  In response to this previous paragraph, you will illustrate a final connection to 

Skloot’s book.  
BP8: You conclude by emphasizing the significance of what you have learned from your 

research in relation to Skloot’s book. You may also discuss how your research 
transformed or impacted your thinking about The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks. 

 

GRADED WRITING ASSIGNMENT: 1-2 page typed writing essay reflecting on 
experience reading, writing about and researching Rebecca Skloot's The 
Immortal  Life  o f  Henrie t ta Lacks  

Write a short essay in which you reflect on your experiences reading, researching, and 
writing about the book The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks. 

 
In writing your reflection essay, the following questions may be useful:  
 
Which of the assignments did you find especially difficult or easy and why? Which ideas or 

experiences during class discussion and debate most helped you think about the 
reading and write the assignments and why? How did the process of researching your 
topic go, including bumps in the road and helpful discoveries? What was most 
helpful to you in preparing your annotated works cited pages? 
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Regarding your annotated bibliography, describe your reasons for choosing the three sources 

you did for your annotated works cited page. Include, also, your reasons for leaving 
out some interesting sources you found while doing the research.  

 
Overall, reflect on which reading, writing, and revising strategies worked well or didn't work 

well for you in gaining insight about the issues this book raises and explain why.  
Based on these reading and writing strategies, what goals can you set for yourself in 
future reading, writing, and revising assignments? 

 
In your essay, you may wish to use examples from class discussions and debate, your in-class 

and at-home reading and writing assignments, and instructor's as well as classmates' 
comments on your work. 
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Audio Resources and author interviews for Rebecca Skloot's The Immortal  Life  o f  
Henrie t ta Lacks  

1.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnUp0xQlfK8, an interview of the author on The 
Agenda with Steve Paikin, shortly after the book's initial release 

2.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vow1ePzuqo, the official trailer for The Immortal 
Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot 

3.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AuOWSOzdcA, the author interviewed by 
WKNO’s Pierre Kimsey, USF 2013 | Sommer Mitchell | ATLE | atle@usf.edu  

4.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgC7Cm5YSTk, the author talks about life after 
writing the book. It took her over a decade to write and was published in 2010, but the book 
is still talked about, used as a common reader across universities, and continues to spark 
controversy. This is a discussion with Rebecca Skloot about her life (some profanity 
involved) (23 minutes) 

5.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXRhoA46-eA, the author talks about how she 
decided to organize and tell the story of Henrietta Lacks 

6.  http://www.radiolab.org/2010/may/17/henriettas-tumor/ a radio discussion with 
Rebecca Skloot with audio from other people in her book (cousins, Deborah Lacks, 
doctors). Even though only an audio interview, it is powerful because more than Skloot’s 
voice is heard (25 minutes) 

Written resources, articles:  
 

1. http://www.theopennotebook.com/2011/11/22/rebecca-skloot-henrietta-lacks/, 
an interview with the author, from The Open Notebook 

 
2. http://chemlinks.beloit.edu/Ordman/classes/cls/FYI2012/SciLacks.pdf, an article, 

“Paying Patients for Their Tissue: The Legacy of Henrietta Lacks” 
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Debate topics for Rebecca Skloot's The Immortal  Life  o f  Henrie t ta Lacks   
 
Divide the class into two groups, one arguing for and the other against doctors and scientists 

being authorized to use patients’ cells for research without their consent.  
 
Students in each group should re-read relevant sections of the book in order to most 

effectively argue their assigned point of view.   
 
Students on both sides will compile a list of several claims that favor their assigned 

viewpoint.. For the debate, each teammate will develop one of its side’s claims by 
finding support for it within the text. Prior to the debate, individuals will be required 
to submit to the professor and for group consideration one claim substantiated with 
relevant evidence; feedback will be provided.  

 
Topic for class debate: 
 
It is not illegal for doctors, even today, to extract cells from our bodies and use them at their 

discretion. Discuss whether or not you feel this practice is ethical in the name of 
scientific and medical research. Do you think that donors should have rights to 
control how their cells are used? Should they be compensated when they are used or 
is it in the interest of humankind that medical research be conducted without such 
compensation? What are the potential issues or consequences for individuals and 
society that could arise from these divergent choices? 

 
Partial list of sources in Skloot’s book that may be consulted for supporting evidence:  
 
Afterword to The Immortal Life, pages 315-328 
Timeline for cases from 1984-2009 that have been or are being argued in the courts 

regarding ownership of one’s cells, pages 333-336 
“Immortality,” on Dr.McKusick’s follow-up work with the Lacks’ children through his 

assistant, Susan Hsu, pp. 179-190  
“Least They Can Do,” on John Moore and the patent that had been filed without his 

consent called “Mo,” pages197-206 
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List of alternate full-length books with interdisciplinary scope for use in ENG 101 

Instructors select one full-length book of nonfiction as the basis for research and oral 
debate. Instructors prepare discussion questions, a debate topic, requirements for an 
annotated bibliography, and instructions for a researched essay similar to those 
developed for use with Rebecca Skloot's The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks. What 
follows are alternate titles/authors and blurbs about the books that instructors may 
wish to consider in lieu of The Immortal Life…. 

(All book descriptions taken from Amazon.com) 
 

So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed, Jon Ronson 
For the past three years, Jon Ronson has travelled the world meeting recipients of 
high-profile public shamings. The shamed are people who, say, made a joke on social 
media that came out badly, or made a mistake at work. Once their transgression is 
revealed, collective outrage circles with the force of a hurricane [...] So You've Been 
Publicly Shamed is a deeply honest book about modern life, full of eye-opening truths 
about the escalating war on human flaws - and the very scary part we all play. 

 
The New York Nobody Knows: Walking 6,000 Miles in the City, William Helmreich 

From 2008 to 2012, City College of New York sociologist Helmreich systematically 
walked almost every street in the city, including those in the four outer boroughs—
the Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and Staten Island. . . . His gaze is wide—sometimes 
doing ethnography, sometimes taking a nostalgic look at places he lived—and he 
engages with issues such as immigration, gentrification, and ethnic identity. 

 
Everybody Lies: Big Data, New Data, and What the Internet Can Tell Us About Who We Really Are, 
Seth Stephens-Davidowitz 

 
Seth Stephens-Davidowitz, a Harvard-trained economist, former Google data 
scientist, and New York Times writer, argues that much of what we thought about 
people has been dead wrong. The reason?  People lie, to friends, lovers, doctors, 
surveys—and themselves.  However, we no longer need to rely on what people tell 
us. New data from the internet—the traces of information that billions of people 
leave on Google, social media, dating, and even pornography sites—finally reveals 
the truth. 

 
Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting by in America, Barbara Ehrenreich      

Millions of Americans work full time, year round, for poverty-level wages. In 1998, 
Barbara Ehrenreich decided to join them. She was inspired in part by the rhetoric 
surrounding welfare reform, which promised that a job -- any job -- can be the ticket 
to a better life. But how does anyone survive, let alone prosper, on $6 an hour? To 
find out, Ehrenreich left her home, took the cheapest lodgings she could find, and 
accepted whatever jobs she was offered.  

 
Tomatoland, Barry Estabrook  

Investigative food journalist Barry Estabrook reveals the huge human and 
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environmental cost of the $5 billion fresh tomato industry. 
 

Economix: How Our Economy Works (And Doesn’t Work), in Words and Pictures, Michael 
Goodwin, David Bach, Dan Barr 

[This] graphic novel transforms "the dismal science" of economics into a fun, fact-
filled  story about human nature and our attempts to make the most of what we've 
got . . . and sometimes what our neighbors have got. Economix explains it all, from 
the beginning of Western economic thought, to markets free and otherwise, to 
economic failures, successes, limitations, and future possibilities. It's the essential, 
accessible guide to understanding the economy and economic practices. 

 
Zeitoun, Dave Eggers 

The true story of one family, caught between America’s two biggest policy disasters: 
the war on terror and the response to Hurricane Katrina.  

 
Complications: A Surgeon's Notes on an Imperfect Science, Atul Gawande 

In gripping accounts of true cases, surgeon Atul Gawande explores the power and 
the limits of medicine, offering an unflinching view from the scalpel’s edge. 
Complications lays bare a science not in its idealized form but as it actually is—
uncertain, perplexing, and profoundly human. 

 
Outliers: The Story of Success, Malcolm Gladwell 

Malcolm Gladwell takes us on an intellectual journey through the world of 
"outliers"--the best and the brightest, the most famous and the most successful. He  
asks the question: what makes high-achievers different?  

 
Hot: Living through the Next Fifty Years on Earth, Mark Hertsgaard  

Hot is a father's cry against climate change, but most of the book focuses on 
solutions, offering a deeply reported blueprint for how all of us—as parents, 
communities, companies and countries—can navigate this unavoidable new era. 
Combining reporting from across the nation and around the world with personal 
reflections on his daughter’s future, Hertsgaard provides "pictures" of what is 
expected over the next fifty years. 

 
 


